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Abstract. The success of content-based retrieval systems stands or falls
with the quality of the utilized similarity model. In the case of having no
additional keywords or annotations provided with the multimedia data,
the hard task is to guarantee the highest possible retrieval precision us-
ing only content-based retrieval techniques. In this paper we push the
visual image search a step further by testing effective combination of two
orthogonal approaches – the MPEG-7 global visual descriptors and the
feature signatures equipped by the Signature Quadratic Form Distance.
We investigate various ways of descriptor combinations and evaluate the
overall effectiveness of the search on three different image collections.
Moreover, we introduce a new image collection, TWIC, designed as a
larger realistic image collection providing ground truth. In all the exper-
iments, the combination of descriptors proved its superior performance
on all tested collections. Furthermore, we propose a re-ranking variant
guaranteeing efficient yet effective image retrieval.

1 Introduction

With the increasing volumes of multimedia data available over the internet, the
Content-based Image Retrieval Systems (CBIR) [10,11] steadily become more
and more important. Even though for some of the data an annotation is avail-
able, the content-based paradigm (possibly combined with the keyword search)
might provide more precise retrieval than the keyword search alone. This fact
was recently confirmed by Google that added content-based image search to the
classic keyword image search engine. However, unlike keyword search, the tech-
nology of content-based image retrieval is extremely diverse as there have been
thousands models proposed and even more studies performed [10]. The differ-
ences reflect various demands, such as general image-matching technologies and
applications vs. very specialized systems tuned for a specific application, use
various feature extraction types designed for measuring global or local similar-
ity, and so on. The image descriptors span from image fingerprints (hashes) for
near-duplicate search, over local image features, to descriptors of global features.
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In this paper, we deal with MPEG-7 global visual descriptors and so-called
image feature signatures. The MPEG-7 visual descriptors use standardized de-
scription of image content that proved to provide good retrieval effectiveness in
image retrieval applications. Their main property is they describe global image
features, such as color, texture or shape distribution, among others. On the other
hand, the recently proposed feature signatures allow to aggregate local features
into a compact form. It has been shown that feature signatures provide more
flexible similarity search than MPEG-7 descriptors, while they offer less complex
matching than local features developed for image classification, e.g., SIFTs.

Paper Contribution
Both MPEG-7 descriptors and feature signatures have their strong and weak
points. In this paper we compare and synergistically combine MPEG-7 descrip-
tors with image feature signatures in order to reach ultimate effectiveness. In
particular, we

– evaluate on three different image collections the effectiveness of standard
global visual descriptors (and their combinations) and complex feature sig-
natures used with the signature quadratic form distance (SQFD),

– combine the MPEG-7 global descriptors with the feature signatures in vari-
ous ways which improves the overall effectiveness of the search on all tested
collections,

– employ the re-ranking concept, such that the MPEG-7 descriptors are used
for “cheap” pre-selection of image candidates and then the (rather small)
result is re-ranked using the time-consuming SQFD based on feature signa-
tures, resulting thus in a very efficient search mechanism,

– and introduce a new image collection for CBIR effectiveness evaluation.

2 Preliminaries and Related Work

When searching multimedia databases in a content-based way, users issue simi-
larity queries by selecting multimedia objects or by sketching the intended ob-
ject contents. Given an example multimedia object or sketch q, the multimedia
database S ⊂ U (where U is the object universe) is searched for the most related
objects with respect to the query by measuring the similarity between the query
and each database object by means of a distance function δ. As a result, the
multimedia objects with the lowest distance to the query are returned to the
user. In particular, a range query (q, r), q ∈ U, r ∈ R

+, reports all objects in
S that are within a distance r to q, that is, (q, r) = {x ∈ S | δ(x, q) ≤ r}. The
subspace defined by q and r is called the query ball. Another popular similar-
ity query is the k nearest neighbors query (k-NN(q)). It reports the k objects
from S closest to q. That is, it returns the set C ⊆ S such that |C| = k and
∀x ∈ C, y ∈ S − C, δ(x, q) ≤ δ(y, q). The k-NN query also defines a query ball
(q, r), but the distance r to the kth NN is not known beforehand. In the following
paragraphs, we describe two different model representations used in this paper.
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2.1 MPEG-7 Global Visual Descriptors

The global visual descriptors are the fundamental instruments to measure the
overall similarity of the digital images’ content. In this work, we use five well-
established descriptors from the MPEG-7 standard [24] that capture various
image characteristics. There is a function defined for each of the descriptors [21]
to measure the distance (dissimilarity) δ between two instances of that descrip-
tor.

Scalable Color is derived from a color histogram in the Hue-Saturation-Value
color space with fixed space quantization. We used the 64 coefficients ver-
sion of this descriptor. The distance between two scalable color instances is
measured by the L1 metric (sum of absolute differences).

Color Structure aims at identifying localized color distributions using a 8× 8
pixels structuring matrix that slides over the image. This descriptor can
distinguish between two images having similar amount of pixels of a specific
color, if structures of these pixels differ in these images. The L1 metric is
used to compute descriptors distances.

Color Layout descriptor is obtained by applying the Discrete cosine transform
on a 2-D array (usually 8 × 8 blocks) of local representative colors in three
color channels (Y, Cb, and Cr). The distance between two objects is com-
puted as a sum of L2 distances in each of the three color space components.

Edge Histogram represents the local-edge distribution in the image. The im-
age is subdivided into 4 × 4 sub-images and edges in each sub-image are
categorized into five types: vertical, horizontal, 45◦ diagonal, 135◦ diagonal,
and non-directional edges. This results in 80 coefficients (5 values for each
of the 16 sub-images) representing the local edge histograms. Further, the
semi-global and the global histograms can be computed based on the local
histogram and the distance is computed as a sum of weighted sub-sums of
absolute differences for the local, semi-global and global histograms.

Region Shape descriptor considers the whole region of the shapes on the im-
age. The descriptor works by “decomposing” the shape into a number of
orthogonal 2-D basis functions defined by the Angular Radial Transforma-
tion (ART) [24]. The descriptor is a vector of normalized magnitudes of the
ART coefficients and the distance is calculated using the L1 norm.

2.2 Descriptors Consisting of Local Features

The conventional feature descriptors, such as MPEG-7 visual descriptors, aggre-
gate and store these properties in feature histograms, which can be compared
by vectorial distances [17,26]. The problem is, that for both simple and complex
images there is the same number of bins, which does not reflect the complexity
of the images. From this point of view, the feature signatures are more flexible
choice to describe the image content.
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Feature Signatures. Unlike conventional feature histograms, feature signa-
tures are frequently obtained by clustering the objects’ properties, such as color,
position, texture, or other more complex features [12,23], within some feature
space and storing the cluster representatives and weights. Thus, given a feature
space F, the feature signature So of a multimedia object o is defined as a set of
tuples from F× R

+ consisting of representatives ro ∈ F and weights wo ∈ R
+.

Fig. 1. Three example images with their corresponding feature signature visualizations

We depict an example of image feature signatures according to a feature space
comprising position, color and texture information, i.e. F ⊆ R

7, in Figure 1. For
this purpose, we applied a k-means clustering algorithm where each representa-

tive roi ∈ F corresponds to the centroid of the cluster Co
i ⊆ F, i.e., roi =

∑
f∈Co

i
f

|Co
i | ,

with relative frequency wo
i =

|Co
i |∑

i |Co
i | . We depict the feature signatures’ repre-

sentatives by circles in the corresponding color. The weights are reflected by the
diameter of the circles. As can be seen in this example, feature signatures ad-
just to individual image contents by aggregating the features according to their
appearance in the underlying feature space.

Signature Quadratic Form Distance. The Signature Quadratic Form Dis-
tance (SQFD) [6] is an adaptive distance-based similarity measure, generalizing
the classic vectorial Quadratic Form Distance (QFD) [16] for feature signatures.
It is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (SQFD). Given two feature signatures Sq = {〈rqi , wq
i 〉}ni=1 and

So = {〈roi , wo
i 〉}mi=1 and a similarity function fs : F×F → R over a feature space

F, the signature quadratic form distance SQFDfs between Sq and So is defined
as:

SQFDfs(S
q, So) =

√
(wq | −wo) ·Afs · (wq | −wo)T ,
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where Afs ∈ R
(n+m)×(n+m) is the similarity matrix arising from applying the

similarity function fs to the corresponding feature representatives, i.e., aij =
fs(ri, rj). Furthermore, wq = (wq

1 , . . . , w
q
n) and wo = (wo

1 , . . . , w
o
m) form weight

vectors, and (wq | −wo) = (wq
1 , . . . , w

q
n,−wo

1, . . . ,−wo
m) denotes the concatena-

tion of weights wq and −wo.
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Fig. 2. The impact of α on the mean average precision (MAP) and intrinsic dimen-
sionality (iDIM)

The similarity function fs is used to determine similarity values between all
pairs of representatives from the feature signatures. In our implementation, we
use the similarity function fs(ri, rj) = e−αL2(ri,rj)

2

, where α is a constant for
controlling the precision-indexability tradeoff, as investigated in previous works
[4,19], and L2 denotes the Euclidean distance. In particular, the lower values of
α lead to better indexability (allowing fast search), that is, to lower values of
so-called intrinsic dimensionality (iDIM) [8]. However, with lower values of the α
parameter also the mean average precision (MAP) decreases, see an example for
TWIC database in Figure 2. On the contrary, the best mean average precision
values can be reached for already high α (e.g., α > 0.5 in the figure), where the
SQFD space is no longer indexable. In such cases the parallel implementation
could be the only feasible way to significantly speedup the search, especially when
GPU processing is employed [18]. In the following section we briefly summarize
the indexing methods used for efficient retrieval.

2.3 Efficiency of the Retrieval

In this section, we briefly analyze how demanding is indexing and searching of
the above mentioned descriptors, while we mention ways of how to speed up the
search. Details can be found in the referenced literature.

MPEG-7 Visual Descriptors. The described MPEG-7 visual descriptors are
a standard means for measuring global visual similarity of images. Indexing and
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searching of such data can be relatively efficient because the representations of
the features is not very space demanding (all five mentioned descriptors together
require about 1 kB of memory) and all the respective distance functions are based
on Lp metrics. Individual descriptors can be combined by a (weighted) sum of
their respective distances and the result remains a metric space. On average, the
time of a single distance computation of this descriptor combination is about
0.01ms.

Number of recent works on metric-based indexing and searching presented
efficiency experiments on combination of several global features [2,14,25]. The
results indicate that evaluation of k-NN on such spaces is relatively efficient for
both precise and approximate similarity search: over 50% of the indexed data
can be pruned by sophisticated precise metric access methods and about 90%
of the precise k-NN answer can be obtained by accessing 5–10% of the indexed
data by sophisticated approximate techniques.

Indexing Feature Signatures with SQFD. When processing content-based
similarity queries by the näıve sequential search, the SQFD distance has to be
evaluated for each database object individually. Unlike the cheap Lp distances,
the SQFD is of more than quadratic time complexity, so the sequential search,
sometimes acceptable for Lp distances, is impractical for SQFD even on a mod-
erately sized database. Although it has been shown that the SQFD is a gener-
alization [7] of the well-known Quadratic Form Distance [16], recent approaches
indexing the data by a homeomorphic mapping into the Euclidean space [27] can-
not be applied to the SQFD, as the similarity matrix changes from computation
to computation.

Nevertheless, recent papers showed that SQFD can be indexed by metric
access methods [4] and ptolemaic indexing [19], achieving a speed-up of up to
two orders of magnitude with respect to the sequential scan.

2.4 Descriptor Effectiveness: Related Work

There are a number of works studying the effectiveness of global MPEG-7 de-
scriptors and their combination for both general visual image search [13,29,3,1]
and more specific application [9,28]. We can draw the following general con-
clusion from these studies: the descriptors can well serve for a relatively fast
global visual image search and they were successfully applied in a number of
applications. Specific selection or combination of descriptors depends on specific
characteristics of the dataset.

Visual feature signatures, especially in combination with the SQFD measure,
draw attention recently and effectiveness of this approach was tested on several
CBIR collections [7,5]. These works focus on comparison of various similarity
measures for this type of descriptors and they identified SQFD as superior. To
the best of our knowledge, there exists no work that would compare effectiveness
of feature signatures (with SQFD) and standard MPEG-7 descriptors for global
visual search or that would combine these two approaches.
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Fig. 3. The datasets used in the experiments, each dataset represented by two
classes/topics

3 Global Descriptors and Feature Signatures

The following section is the key part of the paper. First, we describe the exper-
iment settings, i.e., datasets, used descriptors and employed evaluation metrics.
Then we evaluate the effectiveness of the individual approaches, plus we evaluate
and describe various combinations of global descriptors and feature signatures.

3.1 Experiment Settings

Datasets. To conduct the experiments, first the ALOI dataset [15] comprising
72,000 images and the Corel Wang dataset [30] comprising 1,000 images were
considered. Both datasets provide the ground truth in the form of classes con-
taining particular images. The ALOI dataset consists of 1,000 classes where each
class represents one object captured under various viewing angles. Six example
images representing two classes in the ALOI dataset are depicted in the first col-
umn of Figure 3. Since all the images have black background which reduces the
noise information and the classes are very homogeneous, the similarity search
task in ALOI dataset is quite simple. The Corel Wang dataset consists of more
heterogeneous images selected from ten different topics (see the second column
of Figure 3). Such dataset can verify the proposed methods more thoroughly.

However, the Corel Wang dataset is quite small and not all images in partic-
ular topics are visually similar. Therefore, we have decided to create and intro-
duce a new dataset called Thematic Web Images Collection (TWIC) comprising
11,555 images divided among 200 classes [20]. The TWIC dataset is intended as
an alternative to ALOI – each class consists of visually similar objects but the
background is heterogeneous. Six images representing two classes in the TWIC
dataset are depicted in the third column of Figure 3. We may observe that in one
class there is one central object on various backgrounds, which more corresponds
to real requirements of the visual similarity search tasks.
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To create the TWIC dataset, we have first selected several domains (e.g.,
Buildings, Flags, Mammals, Ocean, etc.) and for each domain we have selected
around fifty keywords from that domain. Having these several hundreds of key-
words where each keyword represents one image class, we have started to query
the google images engine. Such keywords that created a homogeneous google
image search result1 were saved, i.e., the keyword and first two-hundred links
to the corresponding images. Then, we have manually filtered all images that
were not visually coherent from each image class and selected only the classes
containing more than fifty objects obtaining finally 11,555 images divided among
200 classes (keywords). For more details see [20].

Descriptors. In the experiments, we used the five MPEG-7 descriptors de-
scribed in Section 2.1 [24] together with the recommended distance measures.
Standard XM library was used for extraction [21].

To create feature signatures, we have extracted seven-dimensional features
(L, a, b, x, y, χ, ε) ∈ F including color (L, a, b), position (x, y), contrast χ, and
entropy ε information (as suggested in [5]). We obtained one feature signature for
every single image, where the signatures varied in size between 12 and 48 feature
representatives. On average, a feature signature consisted of 30 representatives
(i.e., 240 numbers per signature).

We combine individual descriptors by a (weighted) sum of their respective
distances. As the individual descriptors (including the feature signatures) with
the described distance functions form metric spaces, the combined space is also
metric, which is important for efficient indexing. Individual distance components
can be normalized and weighted as we will see further in Section 3.2.

Querying and Evaluation Metrics. Effectiveness of individual descriptors
and their combinations is evaluated by precision of query answers. An image
in the answer is considered part of precise answer, if it belongs to the same
image class as the query image. Namely, we executed: 1,000 queries for ALOI
dataset (each query from one image class), 100 queries for Corel Wang dataset
(ten from each of the ten topics) and 200 queries for TWIC dataset (each from
one image class). Within each dataset, we calculated mean average precision
(MAP) [22] over the set of queries and also average precision for k-NN results
with variable k. Further, we measured intrinsic dimensionality (iDIM) from the
distance distribution of respective descriptor space [8].

3.2 Effectiveness of Individual Approaches

In this section, we describe the effectiveness of individual descriptors on all three
datasets under test. Table 1 summarizes the results for all five global MPEG-7
descriptors individually and for the feature signatures with the SQFD distance.

As expected, the overall values ofMAP differ significantly for individual datasets:
ALOI is relatively uncomplicated dataset with MAP reaching values over 0.7 even

1 The result contained many visually similar images.
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Table 1. Mean Average Precision (MAP) of individual descriptors and their intrinsic
dimensionality (iDIM)

ALOI Corel Wang TWIC
Individual descriptors MAP iDIM MAP iDIM MAP iDIM

Color Layout 0.37 1.3 0.43 4.2 0.17 4

Color Structure 0.78 2 0.5 7.7 0.20 6

Edge Histogram 0.28 2 0.4 6.8 0.15 5

Region Shape 0.15 0.7 0.25 2.4 0.07 2.5

Scalable Color 0.70 2.7 0.48 9.2 0.15 7

SQFD 0.73 3.7 0.49 15 0.32 18.5

MPEG7 combination 0.78 3 0.57 13 0.30 13.7

for single descriptors; we can observe MAP up to 0.5 for Corel Wang; and TWIC
(as the most realistic dataset) has MAP values up to 0.2 for single global descrip-
tors and 0.32 for feature signatures with SQFD. The last row of the table shows
results for five combined MPEG-7 descriptors, each normalized by its maximum
distance and summarized. As expected, this measure outperforms individual de-
scriptors and, for ALOI and Corel Wang, it is better than SQFD.

The second columns for each dataset depict intrinsic dimensionality for the
respective descriptor spaces. We can see that ALOI descriptors have significantly
smaller iDIM which is caused by small actual visual difference between images
in the dataset (all images depict single object isolated on a black background).
Also, individual iDIM values often correspond with the effectiveness (MAP) of
respective descriptors. As the feature signatures with SQFD cover several low-
level features, the iDIM of this space is by far the highest.
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As discussed in Section 2.2, SQFD allows to control the precision-indexability
tradeoff by the parameter α used in the similarity function fs(ri, rj) = e−αL2(ri,rj)

2

.
In Figure 4, we can observe the MAP results for varying α in all three datasets.
The optimal value of all of them is around value 1, which is caused by the fact
that the feature extraction method was used with the same parameters. Too
small or too big α results in less diverse values in the similarity matrix2 and

2 In the limit case, the resulting similarity matrix can be either nearly diagonal or
unitary.
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thus in the loss of information useful for similarity. Setting α = 1 was used for
all other experiments in this section (also in Table 1). For comparison, the figure
also shows MAP of the combination of global MPEG-7 descriptors mentioned
above.

We can summarize these results as follows: Effectiveness of the feature signa-
tures with SQFD is mostly better than a single MPEG-7 global descriptor and
comparable with the MPEG-7 descriptor combination. The question remains,
whether better results can be reached by fusion of both approaches.

Table 2. Mean Average Precision (MAP) of various descriptor combinations: the dis-
tance measure of the combination is either (1) pure sum of its component sub-distances,
or (2) sum of these sub-distances weighted by the components iDIM

Effectiveness (MAP)

ALOI Corel Wang TWIC
Combination of descriptors sum iDIM sum iDIM sum iDIM

MPEG7 combination 0.78 0.80 0.57 0.58 0.30 0.30

Color Layout + SQFD 0.71 0.74 0.50 0.51 0.33 0.34

Color Structure + SQFD 0.82 0.80 0.56 0.55 0.34 0.34

Edge Histogram + SQFD 0.71 0.74 0.52 0.52 0.35 0.34

Region Shape + SQFD 0.70 0.73 0.45 0.49 0.29 0.32

Scalable Color + SQFD 0.83 0.83 0.55 0.54 0.33 0.34

MPEG7 combination + SQFD 0.81 0.83 0.58 0.59 0.37 0.38

3.3 Approach Combinations

The previous section showed that combination of MPEG-7 descriptors and fea-
ture signatures with SQFD exhibit relatively similar effectiveness and their com-
bination might be advantageous. All the descriptor spaces in question are metric
and it is important for indexing and searching that the combination space pre-
serve the metric properties. Therefore, we again decided to combine the spaces
by a (weighted) sum of their respective distances. The first row of Table 2 shows
again results of the MPEG-7 descriptor combination and then combinations with
SQFD are presented.

For each dataset, the first column always means the pure sum of respective
descriptors (normalized by maximum distances in each descriptor space), i.e.

δD1+···+Dn(X,Y ) =

n∑
i=1

δDi(XDi , YDi)

max distDi

, (1)

whereD1, . . . , Dn denote individual descriptors (e.g. Color Layout or feature sig-
natures with SQFD), XDi and YDi denote values of the Di descriptor of images
X and Y , respectively, and δDi is the distance function used with descriptor Di

(see Sections 2.1 and 2.2). When we compare MAP values from Tables 1 and 2,
practically any combination (Table 2) reached higher MAP than its components
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(Table 1); the exceptional combinations (that worsened the MAP) are empha-
sized by italic numbers in Table 2. These exceptions always involve descriptors
with extremely poor MAP (from Table 1).

A recent work [1] addressed the question of weight selection for combinations
of metric visual descriptors. The authors studied the distance distribution of
descriptor components normalized by the maximum distances to interval [0, 1]
– see distance histogram in Figure 5 (left). In general, descriptors with larger
average distances would influence the combination sum more significantly, which
might be a potential issue. We can try to overcome this by normalizing each
descriptor Di by a distance τDi smaller than maximum max distDi . Looking at
the distance histograms, the authors proposed to determine τ for each descriptor
so that it corresponds to a certain fixed percentage β of the smallest distances
in the histogram (see [1] for details). The effect of this normalization for β = 1%
is depicted in Figure 5 (right) – the beginnings of individual curves are very
close, which should improve the effectiveness of the combination 5. Following
this idea [1], we repeated all experiments with this normalization using β = 1%
and β = 1�, but the results were always slightly worse than with normalization
by maximum distance. We plan to investigate this area even deeper in the future.

Nevertheless, we successfully applied another weight-tuning technique to im-
prove the overall effectiveness of descriptor combination. As we mentioned al-
ready, we can observe a correlation between effectiveness of individual descriptors
and their intrinsic dimensionality iDIM (see Table 1). In general, the iDIM tries
to quantify the complexity of the data space and the difficulty to index such
dataset using a metric access method [8]. The observed iDIM-MAP correlation
can be naturally explained so that more complex descriptors have higher iDIM
and their search effectiveness is higher. Barrios et al. made similar observation
and they determine individual descriptor weights so that the iDIM of the com-
bined space is maximized (finding a local maxima) [1]. We propose an alternative
approach that builds directly on the observed correlation – we weight individual
descriptors in the combination (1) by the respective iDIM:

δiDIM
D1+···+Dn

(X,Y ) =

n∑
i=1

iDIMDi ·
δDi(XDi , YDi)

max distDi

. (2)
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The MAP for these experiments on all datasets are in the second columns in
Table 2 (denoted as iDIM weighted) and we can see that practically all the
MAP values improved – especially the overall maxima achieved by combination
of all global descriptors and feature signatures with SQFD (last row).

Comparing these values of MAP (printed in bold) with values of the MPEG-7
combination and values of pure signatures with SQFD, this best combination
resulted in improvement for all three datasets from 0.02 points (Corel Wang) to
0.08 points (TWIC). We consider these results as a success, because the MAP
measure is always very difficult to improve, especially when the ground truth for
each query forms only a small fraction of the whole collection (it is 0.5% for the
TWIC dataset, on average).

Table 3. Mean Average Precision (MAP) of searching k-NN using MPEG-7 desc.
combination and then re-ranking of the kNN results using combination of MPEG-7
descriptors and signatures with SQFD

Effectiveness (MAP) of SQFD re-ranking

ALOI Corel Wang TWIC
Combination of descriptors sum iDIM sum iDIM sum iDIM

MPEG7 100NN, re-rank MPEG7+SQFD 0.79 0.81 0.44 0.45 0.28 0.28

MPEG7 200NN, re-rank MPEG7+SQFD 0.80 0.82 0.52 0.53 0.32 0.32

MPEG7 300NN, re-rank MPEG7+SQFD 0.81 0.82 0.55 0.56 0.33 0.33

MPEG7 500NN, re-rank MPEG7+SQFD 0.81 0.83 0.57 0.58 0.35 0.35

MPEG7 1000NN, re-rank MPEG7+SQFD 0.81 0.83 – – 0.36 0.37

3.4 Re-Ranking by SQFD

As mentioned in Section 2.3, feature signatures with SQFD form a significantly
more difficult data space for indexing and searching than MPEG-7 global descrip-
tors accompanied with relatively cheap Lp-based distances. For larger datasets,
it could be very time consuming to index the collection according to our most
effective combination – MPEG-7 descriptors and feature signatures with SQFD.

This led us to the following schema: We index the data by the MPEG-7
descriptor combination, evaluate the k-NN(q) on such index, and re-rank these
k images according to distance “MPEG-7 combination + SQFD” evaluated with
respect to query image q. Results of this approach are summarized in Table 3
for k = 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1,000 – again for variants with individual weights
equal to 1 and to respective iDIM values.

When we compare these results with the last row of Table 2 (MPEG-7 com-
bination + SQFD), we can see that with growing k, the MAP gets very close to
these maximal values. We can conclude, that even re-ranking by combination of
MPEG-7 descriptors and feature signatures can improve the overall quality of
the visual search almost as doing the whole search directly by the combination.
However, the direct approach increases the search costs insignificantly.
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Fig. 6. ALOI and TWIC: Average precision of k-NN results for different approaches

The MAP is a very complex measure, but it does not necessarily give a good
intuition of how good would be results of a real k-NN for a reasonable k; espe-
cially for larger datasets, improving MAP can be difficult even though precision
of standard k-NN answers can be very high. Therefore, we measured also the
k-NN average precision for variable k and for the most important search ap-
proaches introduced above. See Figure 6 for these results on ALOI and TWIC
datasets. Always, we present results for the combination of MPEG-7 descrip-
tors, feature signatures with SQFD, the MPEG-7 combination + SQFD, and
MPEG-7 500-NN re-ranked by MPEG-7 combination + SQFD. We can see that
for ALOI, the precision is practically 100% for 10-NN and falls down only to
80% for 70-NN using the best approaches. Improvement of our combination
in comparison with pure SQFD is up to 10%. We can also see, that the aver-
age precision of the re-ranking approach is practically identical as the MPEG-
7+SQFD approach. Note that the x-axis ends at 70 because that is the size
of image classes for ALOI (analogously for other figures). For Corel Wang and
TWIC dataset, the average precision is between 80% and 50% and the im-
provement of the combinations with respect to individual approaches is also
about 10%.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we combined feature signatures with MPEG-7 global visual de-
scriptors to improve the performance of content-based image search engines. We
proposed several techniques on how to combine these two orthogonal approaches
and experimentally shown the positive synergistic effect of the combination.
Hence, we could conclude that it is profitable to utilize both, MPEG-7 descrip-
tors and feature signatures, because they complement each other and improve
the quality of the retrieval. We also introduced a new (and more realistic) test
image collection providing ground truth comprising images obtained via Google
image search. The collection was designed to fill the gap in the realistic multime-
dia test collections with ground truth. Finally, we proposed a re-ranking variant
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guaranteeing efficient yet effective image retrieval. In the future, we plan to inves-
tigate feature signature extraction that profits from the descriptor combination.
Also, we plan to compare our approach with the Bag-of-Words method as an-
other standard approach successfully applied in multimedia retrieval. Additional
experiments on larger datasets might show that MPEG-7 performance deteri-
orate faster than the performance of feature signatures. Hence, our re-ranking
approach could contribute to more robust behavior on large databases.

Another interesting theoretical problem to inspect is the SQFD behavior un-
der varying alpha parameter. It seems that there is an optimal value of alpha
parameter for the precision, while with lower alpha we get always lower intrinsic
dimensionality (iDIM is monotonously dependent on alpha). The relation be-
tween alpha parameter and the intrinsic dimensionality should be theoretically
explained to provide more clues for the design of the SQFD distance spaces.
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